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PA T TERNS IN
THE WORLD
14.1
Lawrence Daws, b . 1927, Mining town blacks, n .d.
oil on masonite, 91 .4 x 136.6 cm
Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide, South
Australian Government Grant 1976
.
One interpretation of this European painting
suggests the intimidation of an Aboriginal family by
the `mathematical' forms implicit in Western life .
On the other side of gamma, it is reminiscent of the
confusion and intimidation that Europeans may feel
when confronted with the efficiently working gurrutu
(kinship) system. Many whites acknowledge the
patient way that Aboriginal people must explain
their system to whites, time and time again
.
Unfortunately, even those Europeans who attempt to
`master' Aboriginal knowledge often misunderstand,
and demean, its significance by characterising the
central tenets of gurrutu
as `ritual' or 'marriage laws' .
INTRODUCTION
It would seem that all cultural traditions, most certainly the two which flow together in
ganma, find connecting patterns and apparent symmetries throughout nature .
Individually and collectively, we accept these patterns as part of the background of our
lives : beyond question or doubt, all Australians agree that we live in an orderly,
knowable universe . Yet, the patterns which organise, and the laws which govern,
European knowledge and perception apparently have little in common with the patterns
which make sense of the Aboriginal world . The differences between these two patterns
are usually seen in terms of these contrasts : Western science as opposed to Aboriginal
religion ; mathematics as opposed to myth ; rationality as opposed to totemism ; in short,
the `Industrial Age' versus the `Stone Age' . To polarise these two systems in this way is
not only misleading but entirely misinformed .
As we shall see, and have already seen, both kinds of patterning form complex and
mathematically sophisticated systems, both have powerful ideological underpinnings, both
are social constructions emerging from historically identifiable contexts, both attempt to
account for natural as well as social phenomena, both are rational in principle and
practical in application . And, finally, both systems involve re-occurring patterns and
cycles which can be used, and indeed are used, as an organising and explanatory
framework for understanding all things .
What, then, are these two great systems, these extraordinary conceptual tools, by which
the two Australian cultures make sense of the universe? We can call the system used by
Aborigines a genealogical pattern . By this we mean ordered ways of naming and
construing the relationships of natural things according to perceived ancestral or familial
linkages . That used by European Australians we can call a number pattern : ordered ways
of naming and construing natural relationships according to conventional techniques of
counting and measuring. These two ways of patterning are of course very different in
content and application, yet in a deep mathematical sense they are similar in kind . This
was elegantly demonstrated a little over one hundred years ago by a philosophically
inclined mathematician named Gottlob Frege, who showed how the recursive definition
(a form of mathematical induction), which characterises both these systems, really just
formalises the idea of `and so on' . Both the number patterns that variously developed in
Europe, Asia and Africa and the genealogical patterns of Aboriginal Australia are
recursions in a strict mathematical sense .
Of course, both kinds of patterning-genealogy and number-are found as systems of
organisation, in all human societies . Number is not absent from Yolngu life ; nor is the
genealogical pattern absent from Western life . Indeed, in some spheres of Western life,
ordering through genealogy remains strong : patriarchy, for example, dominates far more
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are not generally applicable beyond certain family and social relationships . In Western
life, kinship classifications are discontinuous and discrete . They are variously regarded as
important or not important . They tell us little or nothing about the world of nature . If
Westerners should lie about their genealogy, their world would not collapse . Kinship
relations are not taken as objective, inevitable and deterministic except, sometimes, in the
strict biological sense, and even then, genetic determinations are usually seen as a
statistical potential, or a set of limits, rather than as a set of relationships and
responsibilities . As we shall see, all this stands in great contrast to Aboriginal ordering
through genealogy .
For Aborigines, the genealogical pattern explains all relationships in both the social
world and the world of nature . Furthermore, and this is often difficult for Westerners to
understand, the number system is involved in Aboriginal life only secondarily . Little
hangs on the functioning of number, which is to say number does not carry the
deterministic weight nor the aura of objectivity and inevitability that it carries in non-
Aboriginal Australia. In other words, in all Aboriginal-Australian communities the
genealogical recursion, not the number system, patterns both knowledge and behaviour
and carries the productive processes of the social order .
NUMBER: THE CONNECTING English-speaking mothers and fathers teach their babies the number names, counting
PATTERN OF EUROPEAN- pegs or people or pieces of toast . They riddle, they chant and they sing : `One, two,
DERIVED AUSTRALIAN LIFE three, four, five. Once I caught a fish alive . . .' . In school, learning the number names
and how to use them becomes a central activity of the child's day . Counting money,
telling time, following a recipe-the number system mediates all but the most intimate of
human relations in the Western world. Numbers can be put on just about anything, and
so give whatever it is that is being talked about a specific value . Using its value, people
understand something of where it fits into the scheme of things .
In its most basic sense, a number series is a linguistic pattern that enables one to count
or to add up separate things, encoding the practice of tallying on fingers . It might be
considered a kind of `linguistic trick' that provides a means of counting beyond ten .
Numerals constitute an infinite series by having a base about which repetition occurs and
rules by which any element may be derived from the element which precedes it . Decimal
number systems associated with Indo-European languages have ten as their base unit .
Thus, in a decimal system, ten is the point in the series which marks the end of the
basic set of numerals . As each ten is reached, the basic series is started again . Other
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One instinctively understands the use of fingers and toes for tally-keeping in a
nonlinguistic way
. One separated finger codes for one separated item, indicating,
perhaps, the passing of a sheep through a gate or the filling of a vessel with grain . But
if we then extend the coding operation and say a word which codes for the finger or toe,
we have done something much more complex and much more useful
. In saying a word
as a finger is held up, we understand that the word does not name either the item, or
the finger
. It names a position in a progression . Thus, numerals, or number names, are a
linguistic code with which we may record how far through the series of fingers and toes
we have progressed, and how many times we have done it .
Notions of equivalence and hierarchy (and many other notions as well) are enabled
through the system of number names . Each succeeding number has a higher value than
all antecedent numbers . The number system encompasses Western life . Though it carries
the appearance of utter neutrality, it also seems to fit `naturally' with notions of
economic hierarchy and competition over value . The working of the number system
carries a powerful ideology
: a particular image of orderliness across space and time
which lends itself to particular political and economic ends
. Imagine, for example, what
it might mean to build capitalism in a culture in which kinship took precedence over
number .
Many, perhaps most, everyday transactions in Western industrial society require the use
of the number system:
`I didn't get up till twenty past eight this morning, so I was half an hour late for
work .'
`Turn left at the second light, about a hundred metres down the road, the tax office is
in the third building on your right, fifth floor .'
`One box of cereal -ninety-eight, chicken soup-two for one dollar, three hundred
grams of hamburger-two fifty; that comes to four forty-eight ; change of ten ; four
fifty, five, and five is ten .'
`Uncle Joe sold off the the back paddock
. It's been subdivided into half-acre blocks,
going for fifty thousand each .'
The apparent triviality of the examples above is an indication of how much the number
system is taken for granted. The first case shows that everyday life is minutely divided
into mathematical cycles which are themselves numerically related to lunar (monthly)
cycles and solar (annual) cycles
. The second case shows the spatial grid which (as we
shall see in the next exhibit) is conceived of as covering the planet and, at least in cities,
is also extended vertically in a precise numeric way
. The third case shows, in everyday
life, both the complexity and power of the number system as applied to trade
. In a
bartering system, such a transaction might have taken hours to negotiate and involved far
34
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richer and more intricate social interactions . The cereal would have been grain from the
fields and the beef, an animal, thus ensuring that both parties to the transaction had
some particular knowledge of the natural world, utterly unnecessary to a supermarket
employee and customer . The final example (which will also be amplified in the next
exhibit) shows how the land itself, to a significant degree, is understood in terms of
numeric cycles : length and width establishing area within selected boundaries, and the
market establishing monetary value .
Learning to count comes first, then the Western child learns to measure : to give numeric
value to parts of things, and to subdivide `the flowing face of nature' into arbitrary units
which can be counted . Thus, the notion of size is made exact by developing concepts, or
qualities, such as length, width, area and volume . Again, these concepts are so taken for
granted that adults tend to assume them to be qualities of nature itself, rather than
conceptual tools which society has developed for talking about and manipulating the
natural world . It is primary school teachers in contemporary Western society who must
regularly explain what these qualities actually mean . They are wise enough to teach
children to understand things like length by asking them to carry out the practices
employed when numbers are put on length (that is, giving them a ruler and setting them
to measuring) . The qualities themselves are elusive and mysterious things, and so they
are objectified and naturalised . Though not `facts of nature', they are what we might call
`social facts' . They are used in good faith by Westerners as `real things' to construe the
natural world as so divided .
Obviously it is easier to integrate numbers, counting and measuring into the social
scheme of things if the ordinary language that people use has them focusing on spatially
individuated things, as we saw English doing in Exhibit 2 . In this situation, counting
seems to follow naturally from talking . This leads us on to the question of `natural kind',
which we also considered earlier . Part of using the number system is deciding to what
units numbers should be applied; the decision must be made as to precisely what to
count, and what constitutes a unit in measuring . In Exhibit 2 we considered some of the
conceptual problems associated with the questions of where to draw lines and how to
establish natural categories within nature . Some types of things in nature are much more
amenable to quantification than others . For example, it is much easier to assign numeric
value to trees and to the board feet of timber they contain than it is to put numbers
onto the complex ecological relationships which those trees sustain . Furthermore, a
monetary value can immediately be placed on cut timber so measured, whereas we have
not yet learned to measure the monetary loss in terms of land degradation, long-term job
loss, tourist amenity, cultural equilibrium and ecological health . This is only one well-
known example of how our choice of what to quantify in nature has a direct and often
devastating impact on our lives and those of our children, on our culture and on nature
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We have seen how the number system constitutes one kind of grid which can be `placed
over' the lumpy, bumpy landscape and make that landscape easier for people to deal
with and control
. Numbers mediate our involvement with the world, and their use is
intimately tied up with the power and remarkable achievement of modern industrial
society. But using numbers is helpful in specific sorts of ways
. For example when
numbers are used in statistical ways, as they have been used to assemble the maps in
ITEM 4 .2,
vast ideas can be precisely conveyed
. Yet at the same time something is lost
.
Let's assume you are somewhere in Australia on a particular day in the year, holding in
your hand the grid maps of ITEM 4 .2 .
You wish to predict the weather for the next few
days; you wish to know what vegetation grows just over that rocky ridge
; you wish to
find fresh food
. Maps of this sort-based on averages, on highly generalised calendrical
cycles, focusing on particular variables but entirely ignoring others-such maps tell you
virtually nothing about what you as an individual will actually find in the real world on
that day. (Refer to Maps are territories, pp
. 19-27, for the distinction between indexical
and non-indexical texts
.) It is no exaggeration to say that a person skilled in bushcraft
has no need whatever for these sorts of data, except perhaps to start a campfire
. But at
the same time let us not forget that for particular purposes they enable a land never
visited to be known and controlled from a great distance
. And that has profound
connotations for us all .
Knowledge which is superior for some purposes may be useless, possibly even counter-
productive, for other purposes
. The uses to which knowledge can be put are directly
related to the conditions and assumptions of its production and the form in which it is
communicated. The trick is to remember that knowledge, no matter how well dressed in
number, is never value-free
. This insight opens up the understanding that both of the
knowledge systems coming together in ganma have their limitations and their uses
.
We could not extricate number from Western culture, even should we wish to do so
.
Solving the problems which number has created in Western society is a two-fold project
:
firstly, we must find ways of letting number speak forcefully for values other than
monetary aggrandisement and short-term economic growth
. Secondly, we must learn how
to revitalise the values which are more readily understood and preserved within other
ways of patterning knowledge, for example, the kinship system
.
4 .2
These maps depict numerical averages relating to
diverse natural features such as annual runoff of
surface water, vegetation coverage by botanical
classification, annual temperature range, sunshine
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GURRU_TU.• The many Aboriginal peoples in Australia utilise different (though related) systems of
THE CONNECTING PATTERN
genealogical patterning
. To simplify matters for our limited purposes, we shall look
OF YOLNGU LIFE briefly at only one of these, the gurrutu system of the Yolngu . When Yolngu invite a
stranger to their community, a stranger with whom they expect to have some prolonged
personal contact, the person is told something like this
: `We have been talking about a
name for you . Such and such a person will name you ; you are so-and-so's sister or
brother' . Why should an outsider need a Yolngu name? Before she can contribute in any
way to Yolngu society, a significant stranger must first be located in the gurrutu system
.
Once named, the stranger is constantly being instructed : `He's your wawa (brother)-
greet him' or `He is gurrung (son-in-law) for you, stay away'
. While such a name might
imply emotional involvement with the stranger (and that is how many European
Australians see it), the act of name bestowal is acknowledgment in an objective sense
. To
be a `real' entity in Yolngu life, a person or place must be named, and thus located
within the genealogical order .
A stranger who is, say, a Walbiri woman (and thus already located in a connected system
of kin names) must have her location in her own system translated into the gurrutu
system of the Yolngu . Through a series of intermediates, the relation between the
Walbiri and a particular Yolngu person will be determined . Once the relation with one
Yolngu has been worked through, then her relationship with all other Yolngu is known .
When a non-Aboriginal person is recognised in this way he or she will have established,
in one moment, formal family relations and responsibilities involving several hundreds of
people and more
. Learning these complex formal connections, which seem so obvious to
Yolngu, is inevitably a challenging experience for the European Australian .
Yolngu children, from the very beginning of their lives, are instructed in the details of
all these relations, just as European children constantly rehearse their number
manipulations. The comparison here is precise since the gurrutu system is explicitly
mathematical and is often identified by Yolngu teachers as `the basis of Yolngu
mathematics' . Using the gurrutu system, the relations among all the elements of the
world can be known. As we have said, connections are made to all parts of nature and
also across time to the beginnings of meaning in `the Dreamtime' . Thus, when it is said
that Yolngu live `closely related to nature', what is meant is a concrete and very precise
mathematically articulated relationship, not some romantic, or even mystical, `closeness
to the heart of nature', as it sometimes sounds to the Western ear . At the same time, it
must be remembered that these precise relationships are those of kinship and thus entail
certain obligations and responsibilities : certain types of beholdenness like those of sister
to brother or parent to child . Thus, if there is a `closeness to the heart of nature' in
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Oh white man
how can I make you understand
this love of land?
It has the touch of a child's fingertips
to a mother's lips
.
Her loveliness is summer red,
pink fading gold,
as mother sun sinks to fold
herself in a cloak of night
embossed with the light
of stars from a black nation's dreamtime .
Jack Davis, in
john Pat and other poems,
Dent, Melbourne, 1988, p .32
4 .3
This diagram, adapted from a diagram by Richard
Barwick, shows how
gurrutu (an abstract recursion)
aid narrative tracks (metaphors) are worked together
is Yolugu life to create a working system of land
tenure in much the same way that Westerners use
numbers (an abstract recursion) and qualities
(metaphors) in constituting a working system of land
tenure .
I N T H E W 0 R L D
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In its most basic sense gurrutu is a series of names with a re-occurring pattern . It enables
one to articulate formally all types of relationships
. The names constitute an infinite
series by having a basic set of names and rules by which names are generated
. Gurrutu
names (like number names) form a pattern of language
. The basic form of this pattern
requires alternation across three generations, grandparent-grandchild (the mdri gutharra
cycle). The fact that every person has two direct ancestors-a mother and a father-is
encoded by the universal division of the entire world into two moieties, the
Yirritja and
Dhuwa . The Yolngu nation is thus half Dhuwa and half Yirritja .
Every person who has
dealings with the Yolngu, and indeed every named thing in the Yolngu world is either
Yirritja or Dhuwa .
In family relations, one is the same moiety as one's father and a
different moiety from one's mother and one's husband or wife. Thus, to recapitulate, at
its simplest, the gurrutu cycle operates in two dimensions :
Yirritja-Dhuwa (the moieties)
and mdri-gutharra (the generations) .
The most important function of the system is the orderliness it imposes on the relations
of individuals and groups to each other, to the land and to all things in the Yolngu
world
. To give a few disparate examples, the system determines potential marriage
partners
; it designates the precise parcels of land which individuals and groups `own' or
for which they are responsible
; it provides a coherent spiritual account of the genesis of
life on earth
; and when combined with `messages' delivered by living agents within the
system, it provides practical information about which plants and animals are available for
harvesting
. It designates the various sets of people responsible during a burial ceremony
.
At a general level it is a formally articulated system of beholdenness
: it orders degrees



























Diagram of a double helix,
If one doesn't apply the model too literally, it might
be useful to think
of gurru-tu as approximated by a
double helix. We can take the long axis of the helix
as Yolngu society . The two chains symbolise the
two moieties, and the base pairs symbolise the
kinship linkages which occur throughout the social
and natural world . The lines crossing over each
other may be taken as symbolising the generations .
Perhaps we can interpret the crosshatching in ITEM
4
.5 as looking through 'the tunnel' made by the
strands
of the double helix-the two moieties .
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Many diverse accounts by anthropologists of how the system works might be cited from
peoples spread across Australia
. For instance, Deborah Bird Rose describes how the
Yarralin of the Northern Territory observe the flow of seasons . Unlike Western
calendrical cycles based on statistical norms of meteorological variation, directly related
to astronomical events, Yarralin cycles focus on a subtle and intricate set of indicators in
the local environment, all ultimately linked within the web of genealogical relations . For
example, the many terms for different types of rain and different coloured rains have
meaning within the same system as the recursive genealogical names through which
relations between people are ordered within Yarralin life .
In a normal course of events, rain comes because the flying foxes have told the
rainbow snake that the earth is getting very hot, the trees are all getting dry, the
flowers that are food for the flying fox are gone . They 'say' this by going to roost
along the river
. So one portion of the seasonal cycle is conceptually linked to a range
of faunal species
. Many of these species are associated with human beings through
matrilineally derived categories of identity . In this way, humans, animals and seasons
are brought together as part of a system . . . Sally Bijibiji [one of the anthropologist's
instructors] told me : 'March flies are telling you the (crocodile) eggs are ready .' The
value of this kind of information is manifest : the moment at which crocodiles start to
lay eggs is quite unpredictable by the western calendar, but it is entirely predictable if
one pays attention to march flies . . . The other type of biting fly tells you that the
bush plums are ready . 'When the brolga sings out, the jarlalka (dark catfish, associated
with flood waters) starts to move.'
Deborah Bird Rose, 'Exploring an Aboriginal land ethic', Meanjin, vol . 47, no . 3,
p . 382
Thus we see how genealogical relatedness, formally articulated in a recursive system of
names, constitutes an encompassing pattern of Aboriginal life . It involves notions of
hierarchy and equivalence, but is not a centralised hierarchy . Each individual and place
plays different roles in several different hierarchies, and the many hierarchies woven
together form a decentralised orderly mesh . In practical terms the mesh works in a way
that de-emphasises competition among individuals in favour of co-operation, and social
differentiation tends to be subsumed by social relatedness . Thus, like the number system,
the genealogical order carries a powerful ideology . Most importantly, it achieves a
general ordering of both the social and the natural world . It maintains an image of
continuity and permanence both across space and through the passage of generations .
We have talked of the system of gurrutu as a 'grid' and as an 'orderly mesh' . In ITEM 4 .5
we see how Yolngu represent this grid. This dhulaV (bark painting) is a representation
of ganma. Here we see two sets of gurrutu, which each constitute a set of related people
and places-Dhuwa on the left and Yirritja on the right-work together and develop
mutual understandings, or a depth of knowledge : the dark band in the centre of the
bark .
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moiety- Yirritja; clan-Gumatj ; painter-
Yalmay Yunupiqu, 1989
ochre on bark, 20x36 cm
.
This bark was painted specifically to represent the
concept of ganma . : We see two grids--formalised
representations of two groups of people. Here we
have a formal account of the working of the gurruru
system . Perhaps we can think of the intersecting zig-
zag lines as the Yirritja and Dhuwa moieties,
twisting around each other and linked at each
generation-each bend and each intersection of the
lines . The cross-hatching within the diamonds
represents the connection of the present-day clan
with the Ancestors of the Dreaming . This painting
represents the abstract relation of land and people as
well as being a formal account of `ideal' relations
between people . The graphic forms in this bark are
Gumatj-different from the forms of other Yolngu
clans (see ITEMS 5 .5 and 5 .10)
.
39
At a superficial level we may interpret this bark in the following way ; but there are
many other levels of interpretation . Concentrate first on the yellow lines zig-zagging
across each other down the bark. Here we have the main lines of the gurrutu system, the
Yirritja and the Dhuwa moieties interacting with each other across the generations .
Across the bark we see one complete cycle of the mari-gutharra cycle: three generations :
three complete diamonds. In the cross-hatching on the bark,we see the grid stretching
both backwards and forwards across time symbolising Ancestral power through the many
layered relationships reaching back to the Dreamtime . This design presents us with the
patterning and order that was wrought by the Ancestors in their living . It is a metaphor
which assures us that the land and its people have meaningful existence . Vast ideas have
been conveyed in precise ways, but this bark can inform any particular person about
where she or he fits in only in the most general sense . What is encoded here could not
be used to inform a specific decision on a practical everyday matter . But it does enable a
time never experienced to be known .
40
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4 .6
The ideal normal distribution curve .
A normal distribution curve is a mathematical device
which depicts the distribution of a characteristic for
a given population in terms of the area under a bell-
shaped curve .
MATHEMATICS Gurrutu and number variously mediate involvement with the world . We used graphs of
AND ROM geographic variables to illustrate a use of number, but it is not so easy to illustrate the
workings of gurrutu . The linguistic texts in which its workings are made clear are for the
most part oral texts, and the graphic texts which might be used to illustrate the way
gurrutu mediates involvement with the material world cannot be reproduced here .
As they occupy such a central place in social life, it should not surprise us to find that
gurrutu and number are celebrated in social institutions : number is part of the powerful
abstract discourse of mathematics, and gurrutu is integral to the functioning of the
powerful and abstract Yolngu discourse rom. Rom is often translated as `law', but rom
can also usefully be considered as analogous to mathematics . Both rom and mathematics
deal in abstract forms, taken as self-evident facts of the world . Using these facts, people
proceed through deductive reasoning to knowledge . Of course gurrutu is not the only
abstract form in
rom,
just as number is not the only abstract form in mathematics .
To appreciate this analogy it will be useful to unwrap something of the mystery which
imbues both mathematics and rom . Thus we might ask: How do the abstract forms that
are dealt with in rom and mathematics apply to the `real' world? How can we usefully
view their (rival) universal claims to truly represent the world? Latour considers the case
for mathematics. In practice, he notes, the abstract forms of mathematics are never
actually applied to the empirical world ; it is much more subtle than that . In the action
of using mathematics, visual images are generated- graphs, diagrams and so on . In
conventional ways actual things are transformed and the transformations are then
inscribed. Quite diverse bits of the world are rendered into identical shapes : bacteria and
people become normal distributions (See ITEM 4 .6) .
The adequation of mathematics with the empirical world is a deep mystery [but the]
superimposition of one mathematical form on paper [e .g. the ideal normal distribution]
and of another mathematical form drawn on the printout of an instrument [the normal
distribution seen in a particular set of data] is not a deep mystery, but it is quite an
achievement all the same .
B. Latour, Science in action, Open University Press, Milton Keynes, 1987, p . 244
We can adapt Latour's account of the workings of mathematics to illustrate the workings
of rom:
The adequation of [rom] with the empirical world is a deep mystery but the
superimposition of one [rom] form [wrought in sand (an ideal generalisation about the
related world)] and of another [rom] form drawn on [a boy's body at circumcision (a
particular manifestation of the ideal)] is not a deep mystery, but it is quite an
achievement all the same .
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Neither gurrutu
nor number are neutral
; each conjures up a particular political system, a
particular knowledge-power network
. Through gurrutu,
notions of value mediate
relations in the world in a particular way, and this is quite different from the way the
notion of value is engaged through the use of number
. We might say that the number
system works on the basis that everything has value in some positive sense, whereas the
gurrutu
system works on the basis that every relation involves beholdenness, or has
something like negative value
.
This juxtaposition of different ways of evoking notions of value gives us a new way of
viewing the process of ganma
. We can recognise that in the past European Australia and
Aboriginal Australia have been negotiating with quite different views on how value
enters human lives
. Perhaps acknowledgment of this disparity helps us towards greater
understanding of each other
. With mutual recognition that each side has constructed a
system of valuing which is rigorous and rational, and mutual acceptance that each system
has particular advantages, we can get somewhere .
FURTHER T. Danzig, Number, the language of science,
Macmillan, New York, 1954 . A history of
READING
number showing how practical aspects of tallying have come to constitute number
.
G. Frege, The foundations of arithmetic, tr. J . L. Austin, Blackwell, Oxford, 1980
. Draws
out the relation between grammatical categories of language use and the foundations
of mathematics
.
G. Ifrah, From one to zero, tr. L. Bain, Viking Press, Sydney, 1985
. Shows the evolution
of recursive tallying in many cultures .




Exploring Aboriginal Kinship, Curriculum Development Centre, Canberra,
1981 .
L. Wittgenstein, Remarks on the foundations of mathematics, ed. G. H. von Wright,
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Tim Leura Tjapaltjarri, c . 1939-84, assisted by
Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri, b . c . 1943, Anmatjera,
Papunya, Central Australia, Napperby Death Spirit
Dreaming, 1980
acrylic on canvas, 213X701 cm
National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, Felton
Bequest 1988 .
This painting, on a canvas 7 metres long, shows a
central stylised songline and depicts many of the
Dreamings which pass through the artist's country .
One of these, Yam Spirit Dreaming (also depicted in
ITEM 4 .7, Imagining landscapes), portrays the full
ecological associations of the yam plant .
T H E
L A N D ,
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1 Dreaming journey lines
2 Resting places in the Spirit journey
3 Windbreaks for the Corroboree Men




8 Death Spirit Figure
9 Sun and Moon Dreaming
